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Welcome tolow n slow cooking?
Low n Slow simply refers to the incredible match of low indirect cooking 
temperatures paired with slow cooking times which transforms even the 
toughest boot leather- like cut of meat into juicy, fall apart, melt in the 
mouth gourmet meats infused with a subtle kiss of wood smoke. While not 
technically being an extremely difficult style of cooking you need to have a 
good understanding of not just the basic cuts of meat but also fire and heat 
management as well as a good knowledge of how your BBQ performs and 
responds.

The good news is this is all learnt from experience.

While there are no hard and fast rules to the Low n Slow style of cooking 
there are some basic techniques that are important to be proficient at such as 
trimming meat, fire management of your smoker and knowing when your meat 
is cooked are the keys to achieving great results. Along the way you’ll also gain 
an understanding of methods to produce good smoke and matching wood 
smoke flavours and rubs to certain proteins. 

Just remember that smoking is a great hobby and best enjoyed while 
experimenting with different flavours and different techniques. Learn from your 
mistakes and you’ll become the pit master envy of your friends and family in no 
time!
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Before youget started
Smoking meat and vegetables is made up of only 3 elements: fire, oxygen and 
fuel. Learn to control these and you will learn to control the art of smoking. 
When it comes to smoking food, generally a temperature guide is your 
secret weapon to achieving the best cook. Get yourself a good quality meat 
thermometer before you start. It’s a good idea to read through this guide to get 
a good understanding of the steps and processes involved. Remember to jump 
over to the Ozpig Lover’s Group on Facebook where you’ll be able to find the 
answers to a lot of questions and inspiration for your next cook.
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Fueltypes
Understand Fuel Types

All fires need good air flow. Master this and you master temperature control. 
Start with the best quality fuel you can afford as this is what gives your food 
the additional flavour. Just like pairing a good wine with the correct food, your 
fuel should also compliment your meat. The Ozpig oven-smoker is extremely 
versatile in that it can use a few different types of fuel. All three types of fuel 
can be used for all styles of cooking, however some will give better results. For 
example, a timber fire produces a much higher heat for hot and fast cooking 
such as pizzas or searing a steak, whereas it will be much more work to keep a 
low fire burning for the length of time required to cook a brisket.

Briquettes

Work great as they are uniform in size so maintain a very consistent 
temperature and burn time, which can be replicated each time you cook, as the 
beads burn for a long time. A disadvantage is they don’t give off a whole lot of 
flavour or smoke to the food. The solution is to add chunks of smoking timber 
to the beads, which slowly smoulder, producing a flavourful smoke. Choose a 
wood that enhances and compliments the food you are cooking. Click here for 
a timber to protein/vegetable smoking guide.

Lump Charcoal

Is a great alternative to briquettes and while being similar, it also has its 
advantages and disadvantages. Charcoal, unlike briquettes, can vary greatly 
in size and burn times. Look for a good quality hardwood charcoal with large 
fist sized chunks. As charcoal is 100% timber it gives much more heat, smoke 
and flavour than briquettes but generally doesn’t burn for as long. As with 
briquettes adding chunks of smoking timber will also give your food that 
delicious smoky flavour and aroma. You can however add smoking chunks to 
your charcoal cook to enhance and increase the smoker flavour.
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Timber Fire

Is great for wood fired pizza, reverse searing steak, perfect pork crackling 
and for higher roasting temps. It gives great flavour and allows quick and 
higher temperature changes. The downside is it’s more work to keep the fire 
burning at the right level for long so this more or less rules low ‘n’ slow cooks 
out of the equation. Different types of timber will give your food subtle flavour 
differences. Timber such as ironbark and Hickory are strong flavoured timbers 
best for red meats such as beef. More subtle timbers like Pecan, Apple and 
Citrus are perfect for white meats like pork and chicken. You can also use a mix 
of different timbers to create different flavours and aromas. 

Fueltypes contd.
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Lightingfuel
Using a chimney

Half fill the Ozpig body with your fuel selection ensuring that nothing can fall 
out when the front door is opened. You now have two options: Fill a chimney 
with your selection of charcoal or briquettes. Light these and once they are fully 
alight and greyed over pour them on top of the fuel in the body. Ensure that 
nothing can fall out the front door. Now you can place your smoker on top.

Firelighters only

Place firelighters throughout the charcoal or briquettes. Light the firelighters 
and begin the burn down process. Once the fuel is ashed over you’re ready. For 
this method ensure you use natural firelighters as artificial ones will taint your 
smoker and this smell and flavour will go through your whole cook and is hard 
to remove. If using artificial firelighters make sure the smoker is not placed on 
top until they have all burnt off.

Air Control

Using the vented door on the Ozpig Series 2 or the vent grates on the Big 
Pig, ensure the vents are wide open for maximum air flow. Ensure that your 
chimney baffle is fully open and now you can bring the oven smoker up to your 
desired heat. If you are struggling to reach the temperatures that you require 
you can always add wood to bring up the temperature.
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Choosingsmoke
The Right Wood

One of the important steps of any cook is pairing the correct smoke flavour 
profile with your protein and vegetables. Even the juiciest meats can be ruined 
by an overly heavy smoke taste. Alternatively, your expectations of a nicely 
smoked meal can be dealt a savage blow using a timber that is too mild or 
subtle in flavour and end up with a protein has little to no smoke taste. 

Pairing Proteins

There is no “Best smoking timber” but there are some recommendations 
of meat/wood combinations that have stood the test of time. There are also 
some really versatile timbers that work well on any meat such as ironbark and 
cherry. The general rule of thumb is stronger red meats pair best with heavier 
stronger hardwoods while white meats enjoy a lighter milder smoke such as a 
fruit wood.

Mix and Match

An enjoyable part of smoking is experimenting and a great experiment you 
can do is mix and match different timbers to create new flavour profiles. For 
example, take a strong timber such as hickory and mix it with a milder timber 
such as apple to mellow the flavour a little and find out what works best for 
you. It’s important to avoid using resinous softwoods such as pine, cedar, 
eucalyptus, fir, spruce, cypress, sycamore and mango.
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Trimmingprotein
Preperation

An important step in smoking protein of any kind is the preparation of the meat 
itself. It’s never good practice to bring home a cut of meat from the butcher or 
supermarket and place it straight into the smoker without first inspecting and 
trimming. The exception of course is if your butcher has done the work for you, 
but in any case, it’s best to learn how and what to look for when trimming up 
different cuts of meat for the smoker. 

Trim Up

A large seam of fat, layer of tough silver-skin or a sheet of membrane left on a 
finished product can be the difference between a great meal and an average 
or even bad meal. Not only can membrane and silver-skin be tough and 
chewy it can also hinder smoke permeation and rub adhering to the meat 
surface. There is quite a large array of protein cuts that any one pit-master will 
encounter in their time and experience will be the best teacher when it comes 
to what is the best method to trim each cut. Indeed, personal taste will also play 
a big part in your trimming style with any particular cut of protein. 

Plan Ahead

In some cases there is no distinct right or wrong way to do things, this is where 
experience and personal taste will guide you in the direction which best works 
for you. It’s important before starting to get a plan in your head of what you 
wish to achieve with your trim and plan your cuts in advance. A good sharp 
boning knife and large chopping board are essential pieces of equipment as 
well as a cleaver and chefs knife can both be handy. 
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Getting itright
A critical mistake a lot of people make when first learning to smoke is the type 
of smoke they have passing over their food and the misconception around what 
the smoke should look like. Firstly you need a good quality smoking timber 
that’s well seasoned. Unsuitable timber like pine kindling for example gives 
off an extremely bitter billowing type smoke that not only tastes unpleasant but 
will douse your food in black soot. That black soot can also happen even with 
quality smoking timber if you’re not careful with your fire management.

Look for a clean burn without any white smouldering smoke coming from your 
chimney. It’s long been a myth with smokers new to the journey that they need 
to maintain a heavy white smoke coming from the chimney, it should in fact be 
the opposite. The smoke coming out of your chimney should be a thin stream 
of light blue, almost invisible smoke. If it looks like this, you can be happy your 
food is getting flavoured with the best possible smoke. If you see big plumes 
of white smoke billowing from your chimney, open your door and vents and 
breathe some oxygen into your fire.
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Placing yourtimber
If you have trouble with your smoking timber catching fire and not giving 
smoke, the best technique is to clear a little section at the front of the beads or 
charcoal and put a nice half fist size chunk on the fire grate. Shut the vented 
door on the Series 2 with the vent half to fully open and it slowly smoulders 
giving you a nice thin blue smoke out of the chimney which is what you want. 

Remember you only need smoke for the first couple hours, after that the meat 
doesn’t really take on any more smoke so just heat is fine from there. Follow 
the same process on the Big Pig, opening the sliding grates on the front door. 
There is a saying “Less is more” when it comes to smoke, you never want thick 
white plumes of smoke billowing from the smoker chimney as it gives off a 
bitter taste to your food.
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Time and temperature
We recommend running the smoker temperature at between 120C-150C (250-
300F) for low and slow indirect cooking using the water pan and baffle plate.. 
For searing, high grilling heat using the Char-Grill plate. Finished internal 
temperatures and cooking times for Low n Slow cuts such as ribs and brisket 
etc is a guide only. The best way to test if a low n slow cut is cooked right is to 
probe with a skewer. When the skewer pushes into the meat all over with no 
resistance, only then is it finished cooking. For pulled meats test by using a 
skewer and cook until meat is starting to fall apart.

Cut Internal
Temperature

Resting Time Total Cooking Time

Brisket 93-98c 1 hour minimum 8-12 hours, probe to tender

Beef Ribs 93-98c 1 hour minimum 6-9 hours probe to tender

Beef Cheeks Probe Tender 1 hour minimum 6-7 hours (3 hours smoked, 
then braised until probe 
tender)

Pulled Beef Falling Apart 1 hour minimum 8-12 hours

Steak - Reverse 
Sear*

See below 10 minutes 60-90 minutes

*Reverse sear steak, slow smoke until 5 degrees C below your favourite steak cooking temp 
ie: medium rare, medium, well done etc. Rest for 10 minutes then sear over hot fire, coals or 
grill

Beef
Use highly marbled cuts for pulled beef such as chuck, oyster blade, brisket and shank.

Cut Internal
Temperature

Resting Time Total Cooking Time

Whole Chicken 74c 15 minutes 1 hour per kg

Wings & Legs 74c 10 minutes 40-60 minutes

Chicken
We recommend cooking chicken at traditional roasting temperatures 180c. Low temp 
cooked chicken skin can be rubbery and chewy.
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Time andtemperature
Cut Internal

Temperature
Resting Time Total Cooking Time

Pulled Lamb 
(Shoulder)

93-98c 1 hour minimum 6-8 hours falling apart

Lamb Ribs N/A 30 minutes 3-4 hours probe tender

Roast Lamb (Leg) 63c+ 15 minutes 1 hour per kg

Lamb Rack 62c+ 15 minutes 1 hour per kg

Lamb
Fatty cuts such as shoulder are best for slow cooked pulled lamb, cuts such as a leg are best 
for traditional hot and fast roasting temperatures.

Cut Internal
Temperature

Resting Time Total Cooking Time

Pulled Pork 
(Shoulder)

93-98c 1 hour minimum 8-10 hours falling apart

Pork Ribs N/A 15 minutes 4-6 hours probe tender

Roast Pork (Leg) 65-70c 15 minutes 1 hour per kg

Pork Belly 73c 15 minutes 8-12 hours

Pork
Choose fatty cuts like Neck, Boston Butt etc for pulled pork and leaner cuts like leg for hot 
and fast traditional roasts. Pork belly can be taken a bit higher in temp than a traditional pork 
roast.

Cut Internal
Temperature

Resting Time Total Cooking Time

Pastrami 
(Brisket)

92c+ 1 hour minimum 8 hours+ probe tender

Pastrami 
(Silverside)

82c 1 hour minimum 4-5 hours

Pastrami
Pastrami can be made from corned brisket or corned silverside. Brisket will need a higher 
finished temp to break
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Thestall
The BBQ Stall

For a smoking beginner, the dreaded stall can be a thing of exasperation, 
frustration and even fear. To the uninitiated it can be off-putting, confusing and 
cause great angst especially when you have a deadline to meet with arriving 
guests. 

What is the BBQ Stall?

The BBQ stall is the term given to the cooking stage (often occurring around 
65C+ (150F) where the internal temperature of the protein being smoked stops 
rising and often evens drops a few degrees. How long the stall lasts for can 
vary greatly from minutes to hours. 

Why does it happen?

Moisture contained in the meat such as water, rendered fat and other fluids 
makes its way to the surface and evaporates from the heat. The evaporation 
causes the surface of the protein to cool off, or at least hold its temperature 
at a constant level. Eventually, all the surface moisture disappears, and the 
evaporation/cooling process stops and your meat internal temperature begins 
to rise again. It works much like the human body releasing sweat through the 
pores of the skin which cool the body and is then evaporated. The size of the 
surface area of the protein plays a role in how long the stall lasts, as does the 
internal composition of the protein.

How to beat it

Raising the temperature of the smoker as the stall begins can help shorten or 
eliminate it entirely. DON’T! Simply ride it out. The best way to accomplish this 
is to be prepared. Know that it’s likely to happen and plan extra time into your 
cook.
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Thewrap
What is the Wrap?

Texas Crutch is the term given to the technique of wrapping protein mid-cook 
in aluminium foil or peach paper (pink butchers paper). There are a number of 
advantages and disadvantages to be gained from wrapping meat mid-cook.  

Advantages

Wrapping can trap heat in which can speed up the cooking process, allowing 
your meat to power through the stall shortening your overall cooking time. 
Wrapping can give you a more moist, tender, melt in the mouth end product 
by trapping in the moisture keeping the protein juicy. You can use wrapping as 
a method to control how much smoke is imparted into the meat. Adding some 
liquid to your wrap: such as beef stock, fruit juice, even beer or wine can allow 
you to fine-tune the end flavours.

Disadvantages

Wrapping can affect the bark and stop it becoming that dark crispy holy grail 
all pit-masters strive for. Texture can be affected with the steaming effect 
making the protein mushy and giving it a pot roast type taste.

Tips for Success

It is important to allow your meat plenty of time to take on the delicious smoke 
flavour and also develop the rich dark bark before wrapping. As a guide you 
should look to smoke unwrapped for 2/3 of the total cooking time. Wrap tightly 
preventing any pockets of air being trapped in which will allow steaming 
to take effect. Double layers of foil is handy to use when wrapping bone-in 
proteins such as ribs or shoulders to avoid the foil being punctured. Peach 
paper is also a great option for wrapping meats as it allows the meat to breath 
therefore creating less steam and building a better bark.
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Resting and carving
Rest Up

When your cook is done, it’s not quite time to dig in just yet. When smoking it 
is critically important to rest the meat. If this step is ignored, you may wind up 
with a dry cook and become disenfranchised with your smoking experience.  

How it’s Done

Remove your wrapped cook from the smoker and wrap it loosely in another 
layer of butchers paper. Wrap this in an old towel and place into a clean and 
dry insulated Esky or cooler for between 1 – 3 hours. You will run no risk of 
your cook becoming cold as the butchers paper, towel and insulated walls of 
the esky keep the heat in allow the juices to reabsorb into the meat.

Carve Up

After resting for a minimum of one hour, remove your cook and place onto 
a clean cutting board. Unwrap the towel and carefully unwrap the butcher’s 
paper. Place your cook onto the chopping board and slice against the grain of 
the meat to maintain the protein’s tender and juicy profile. 


